
Introduction to Developing and Financing 
Renewable Energy Projects on Tribal Lands 
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Agenda 

• Motivation:  Why develop a renewable energy 
project 

• The project team and roles of the tribe 
• A 5 step process for developing a renewable 

energy project 
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WHY DEVELOP A RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that overview of project risk, let’s transition to the potential roles of the tribe in the project development process.There will be a lot of background information in this segment of the course, but the important takeaway here is that Indian Tribes currently do not participate in renewable energy project development to the full extent of their potential. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Indian Energy believes there is significant opportunities for tribes to get involved in potential roles that we will discuss momentarily



Why Complete a Renewable Energy Project? 
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Benefits vary based on the type and scale of projects 

Economic 
• Jobs  

• Income 

• Cost Savings 

• Cost 
Stabilization 

• Tax Revenue 

• Industry 
Exposure 

Social 
• Energy Reliability 

(Diversification) 

• Energy 
Independence 

• Quality of Life  

• Community and 
Stakeholder 
Participation 

Environment 
• Climate Change 

- Mitigation 

- Adaptation 

- Resiliency  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TP: Before we even get started, I want to take a minute to talk about why you may be here: the benefits of renewable energy development There are a lot of different benefits, and the extent to which they can be reaped, really depends on the scale and type of projects. Often times we can prioritize project types based on goals – that is, we know that if the goal is increased income – then you are likely targeting a revenue generating project, as opposed to a facility scale. Accessing these benefits is why we are really here today – we know we can use renewable energy to get to these benefits and we are going to talk at length about how to get those projects going. 



Why Complete a Renewable Energy Project? Cont. 
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• Considering long-term costs of finite resources will 
more than likely continue to increase, the opportunity 
to reinvest cost savings locally can be realized. 

• Reinvestments could include: 
1. Increased school lunches 
2. Libraries can stay open 
3. Housing support 
4. Any other asset in need of investment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TP: Before we even get started, I want to take a minute to talk about why you may be here: the benefits of renewable energy development There are a lot of different benefits, and the extent to which they can be reaped, really depends on the scale and type of projects. Often times we can prioritize project types based on goals – that is, we know that if the goal is increased income – then you are likely targeting a revenue generating project, as opposed to a facility scale. Accessing these benefits is why we are really here today – we know we can use renewable energy to get to these benefits and we are going to talk at length about how to get those projects going. 



Determining Project Scale: What is the Goal?  
Goal Examples: 
• Offset costs 
• Become energy self-sufficient 
• Generate revenue 
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Facility 
• Savings 

opportunity 
• Self-power 

opportunity 
• Utility 

interconnection 
• 1 month to a year 

to develop 

Community 
• Savings 

opportunity 
• Self-power 

opportunity 
• Utility 

interconnection 
• 6 months to 2 

years to develop 

Commercial 
• Competing power 

price 
• Off-taker options 
• Transmission 

options 
• 3 to 5 years to 

develop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project goal is critically important to determining project scale because it has a big impact on how a project is developed. For example, what kind of permitting will need to be completed? How many people need to be involved? How much will it cost?You can determine these by comparing the scale attributes to your Tribe’s specific goals – likely determined in your strategic energy plan or through Tribal council sessions. 



Terminology: Project Scale 
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Facility 
Definition: single building system 
Primary purpose: offset building 
energy use 

Community 
Definition: multiple buildings, campus 
Primary purpose: offset community 
energy costs, energy self-sufficiency 

Commercial 
Definition: stand-alone project 
Primary purpose: sale of power 
generation, financial benefits 

Photo credits: (top to bottom): 
NC Solar Center, NREL 
09373; Orange County 
Convention Center, NREL 
18077; Tucson Electric 
Power, NREL 13327  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 7And here we see the Magnifying Glass – noting the Key Terminology found in the glossary; I wanted to call your attention to it, since I won’t mention it again.I want to start off by describing the different scales of projects we are using to frame our scale based courses. There is no standard terminology for different types of projects – so we are carefully defining what we are using to cut down on confusion in this context. I should note though, that in the REAL project development world – you will hear a lot of different terms.  Therefore, it is important to ask clarifying questions regarding just what kind of project someone is referring to because of the differences in project development needs and expectations. For our definitions - scale, in this case is much more about the Tribe’s objectives. Our primary delineators are theseFacility scale projects are about offsetting a facilities energy useCommunity projects can be one or many buildings, but their primary purpose is to provide a degree of self sufficiency, through sales or other offsetting energy costs, to the community. In this case it’s about reducing flow of money off the reservation or out of Tribal handsFor commercial, it’s about making money. These can be small or large projects, but the purpose of them is to generate revenue for the Tribe, and often the electricity is primarily sold off the reservation. Most likely, a Tribe interested in commercial scale development will get experience developing a facility or community level project first, and they will want to develop multiple projects – so this will be a new business line for the Tribe.



Why Elect to Do a Facility-Scale Project?  
• Available, Tribe-controlled, appropriate 

location and ownership options 
• Lower capital investment/lower overall 

risk (than a larger-scale facility) 
• Gain experience with renewables 

before doing a larger-scale project 
• Increase self-sufficiency, offset 

utility electricity costs 
• Provide cost certainty 
• Provide visual impact and green 

image 
• Reduce environmental impact  
• Diversify energy supply with local, 

renewable sources 
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Photo by Joe Ryan, NREL 19717 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* Photo of Joseph Craig Elementary School (New Orleans, LA) 25 kW solar PV system.



Why Elect to Do a Community-Scale Project?  
• Available, Tribe-controlled, 

appropriate location and ownership 

• Greater scale increases impact on 
community (good or bad) 

• Offset electricity costs for community 
(primary use is on-site) 

• Minimize environmental impact  

• Diversify energy supply with local, 
renewable sources 

• Reduce energy off-taker complexities  

• Smaller capital requirements 

• Job development (construction and 
maintenance) 

• Self-sufficiency, pride 
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Photo from Native Energy, Inc., NREL 17589 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 13 - PAUSEWhy community scale?  Many reasons, including:Available, Tribe-controlled locationOffset electricity costs for community (where the primary use is on-site)Minimize environmental impactDiversify energy supply with renewablesDon’t need to find an electricity buyer “offtaker” and will not need as much capital as a large, commercial projectJobs (construction – temp and maintenance permanent)Energy self sufficiency



PROJECT TEAM 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that overview of project risk, let’s transition to the potential roles of the tribe in the project development process.There will be a lot of background information in this segment of the course, but the important takeaway here is that Indian Tribes currently do not participate in renewable energy project development to the full extent of their potential. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Indian Energy believes there is significant opportunities for tribes to get involved in potential roles that we will discuss momentarily
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Developer Coordinates the Project Team 

Utility 

Landowners 

Insurance 

EPC 
Contractor 

Project 
Legal 
Team 

Financiers 

Equipment 
Manufacturers 

O&M 
Contractors 

Developer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up until financial close, developer takes on full financial risk for the project. Afterward, borne in varying degrees by debt provider, tax equity, and developer.EPC, equipment manufacturers, and insurance will take on construction risk



Title Role 

Project Company Legal entity that owns the project, also called special purpose entity 

Resource/Land Owner Legal and/or beneficial owner of land and natural resources 

Sponsor/Developer Organizes all of the other parties and typically controls project development and 
makes an equity investment in the company or other entity that owns the project 

EPC Contractor  Construction contractor provides design, engineering, and construction of the project  

Operator Provides the day-to-day O&M of the project  

Feedstock Supplier Provides the supply of feedstock (i.e., energy, raw materials) to the project 
(e.g., for a power plant, the feedstock supplier will supply fuel) 

Project Off-taker/ 
Energy User 

Generally enters into a long-term agreement with the project company for the 
purchase of all the energy 

Lender 
A single financial institution or a group of financial institutions that provides a 
loan to the project company to develop and construct the project and that takes 
a security interest in all of the project assets 

Tribal Host Primary sovereign of project site 

Project Roles and Definitions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, here is a list of some of main the various parties involved in the project development process. I will run through this list quickly before exploring tribal roles, just to give an idea of how all these pieces fit together:To begin, It is helpful to keep in mind that project finance is a “non-recourse” method of funding infrastructure development. Non-recourse means that the lenders and other project parties cannot seek capital or collateral from the project sponsor or owner in the case that something goes wrong. Non-recourse loans are backed by the project assets and are paid down using the project cash flows. So, for example, if I am developing a solar project using non-recourse project finance, I pledge my solar panels and other equipment to the project’s financiers so that they may repossess them if the project does not come to fruition or goes bankrupt. If the project is completed and generates power at the expected levels, then the lenders and equity holders will be paid back using the revenue that the solar panels generate.So, to begin the list, the project company, the first entity listed, is a feature of non-recourse project finance. It is typically set up as a limited liability corporation for the purpose of housing the project assets. It is serves two primary purposes: 1) it allows the developer or sponsor to finance the project off of their balance sheet; and 2) it is the entity to which the the lenders and others have recourse should complications arise with the project.Next the resource or land owner has the rights to the site where the project will be located. This entity will receive rental payments form the project, unless the developer or sponsor purchases the land. At present, this is how the Tribal community participates in renewable energy project development. Also, see the last row on this slide labeled “Tribal Host”The sponsor is the owner of the project. In some cases, the developer of the project—the entity that organizes all of the project parties and manages the development process—will also be the sponsor. The engineering procurement and construction contractor is the entity that physically builds the project. This can be an outside firm or can be a role of the developer. The operator provides day to day monitoring and services to the project once it is generating power. It is possible for one entity to act as the sponsor, developer, EPC, and operator of a project; First Solar and NextEra Energy Resources are two entities which have fulfilled each of these roles, as well as others (FirstSolar exclusively develops solar plants, NextEra does both wind and solar, as well as other renewable and fossil technologies).The feedstock supplier provides the fuel for the project once it is operational—this applies mostly to biomass and fossil fuel plants, as with wind, solar, and geothermal technologies, the fuel sources are free.The product offtaker is the entity that will contract with the project to purchase the power generated. This role is typically fufilled by a utility, or a business if it has solar panels installed on its roof. The lender to the project is typically a commercial bank or group of banks that provide capital in the form of debt. Lenders take a security interest in the project, meaning that they have first claim on the projects assets in the event that the debt repayment schedule is not met. Other financial entities can provide capital to projects as well, typically by making a tax equity investment (this will be discussed further in the course on financing processes and structures) or in some cases, by making another type of investment (for example, in bonds backed by the project).Talking pointsMAKE TALKING POINTS A SUMMARY OF THE TALKING POINTS FOR THIS SLIDE FROM ADVANCED #1 - belowThe main difference to keep in mind between commercial and facility and community scale projects is that commercial aims to generate revenue and can be a much larger size to make the economics work. With the size of the projects comes a much more serious look at the business case and the more far reaching impacts of larger systems.-Development: in addition to the due diligence on the basic business case, with probably larger land use may come competing land use requests-Larger and more noticeable projects may cause project neighbors to object to the larger impacts being close to them. Also, new transmission may be needed and siting of this can be challenging especially if it requires use of non-tribal land.-If the scale of the project requires use of non-tribal lands and the non-tribal lands are federal lands, then NEPA will need to be completed. This can be the case with new transmission.-A credit-worthy customer for the power is typically required to get project financing-Construction/completion and operating risks are similar except as a power producer the project  needs to maintain transmission access and also face possible curtailment from transmission operators.



ROLES OF THE TRIBE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that overview of project risk, let’s transition to the potential roles of the tribe in the project development process.There will be a lot of background information in this segment of the course, but the important takeaway here is that Indian Tribes currently do not participate in renewable energy project development to the full extent of their potential. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Indian Energy believes there is significant opportunities for tribes to get involved in potential roles that we will discuss momentarily



Tribe 

14 

Tribal Role Options 

Renewable 
Resource/Land 

Owner/Land 
Lessor* 

Off-taker         
or Energy User 

Lender/ 
Debt Provider 

Equity 
Investor/ 

Generation 
Equipment 

Owner  

Project 
Developer 

Project 
Operator/
O&M 

* Also called Tribal Host 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, it bears reiterating that, as we progress through this training, you all should bear in mind how your Tribe can and would like to participate in the renewable energy project development process as it will inform your approach to the material. Does your Tribe have capital on hand to invest or lend to a project? Does your tribe have expertise in certain aspects of project development? What is your Tribe’s risk tolerance? Are there cultural sensitivities in taking on any one of these roles? Answering these questions, or at the very least asking them, will help you to make optimal use use of this training. Also remember that for each of these roles carries a varying degree of risk (from land owner at the safer end and equity investor at the riskier end), but that greater amounts of risk typically come with a greater potential upside.Takeaway:KEEP IN MIND HOW YOU WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE THROUGHOUT THIS TRAINING—IT WILL INFORM HOW YOU APPROACH THIS MATERIALQuestions hidden in the wheel that they should be asking themselves: Does your tribe have land?Does it have capital?Cultural sensitivities?What is the tribe’s risk tolerance?What is the tribe’s commitment to RE?Etc.Slide 14This graphic shows the full list of project development roles that a Tribe can potentially play for a commercial scale renewable power project. Notice that between the previous slide and this one, a few roles dropped off that are really most appropriate for other project partners.Each of the roles that a Tribe can play at the commercial scale level are different in nature, between the level of involvement on a short and long term basis, the level of risk at stake, the potential upside of the project, and the degree of control of the project and team.  



Tribal Role Options – Descriptions 
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Role Opportunity Constraints Comments 

Resource/ 
Land Owner 

Land rent/royalty, taxes. 
Low risk, known reward, 
consistent income. 

• Limited project control. Must provide 
site access. 

Limited upside potential, 
limited risk 

Off-taker/ 
Energy User 

Tribe purchases or uses all 
power on-site. Could include 
an “on-site” provider; security. 

• Limited investment, economic 
development for on-site projects 

Must have demand to use power; 
still requires utility interconnection 
agreement (if on the grid). Med. risk. 

Project 
Operator/ 
O&M 

Control and self-
determination of project; 
potential for profits (and 
losses) is minimal 

• Investors require experience 
• Only consider as a new business 

(multiple projects in a portfolio) 
• Tribes investing money may not want 

this high risk/return investment 

• High risk, complex 
• Tribes may be best served by 

outsourcing 
• A project pipeline/portfolio 

mitigates some risks 

Lender/ 
Debt 
Provider 

Participate financially in 
project (e.g., cash or New 
Market Tax Credit (NMTC)) 
with lower risk 

• Requires ready capital 
• May be cost-prohibitive to document 

and manage a single debt transaction 
(multiple more cost-effective) 

• Med. risk, more complex 
• Requires lending knowledge 
• Option for Tribes with limited 

lands, lots of $ 

Equity 
Investor/ 
Gen. Owner 

Provide cash or NMTC 
for project development. 
Less capital than 
commercial-scale. 

• Higher risk than debt lending. 
Requires ready capital, or unique 
source of capital that provides market 
advantage (like NMTC). 

• High risk, more complex 
• Competes with other investments 
• Option for Tribes with limited 

lands, lots of $ 

Project 
Developer 

Self-determination of project; 
potential for profits (and 
losses) is highest. Tribes with 
$ don’t need investors. 

• Investors require experience 
• Only consider as a new business (do 

multiple projects for diverse portfolio) 
• Tribes investing money may not want 

this high risk/return investment 

• High risk, complex 
• Tribes may be best served 

by outsourcing 
• A project pipeline/portfolio 

mitigates some risks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve walked through many of the parties that participate in a renewable energy project’s development, let’s look at how the your Tribe could play a role in this process:I mentioned on the last slide that, to date, the only role that Tribes have played in renewable energy project development is as the resource or land owner. This, however, provides tribes with limited access to project revenues and almost no control over project operation. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Indian Energy envisions that some tribes may be able to take on advanced roles in the development process, namely those listed on this slide. This is the primary motivation behind these advanced courses.Other potential roles that the tribe could play include:The offtaker or power purchaser of the energy produced from a renewable energy project. This would be the case either if the project was developed to serve the Tribal community (see the course on community scale projects), or it the tribe has its own utility which can add this power to its generation mix. This option would be good for tribes that would like to include more renewable energy into their communities but do not have the resources to build large.Project operator: as the project operator, the tribe could have control and self-determination of the project once operational, though the degree of expertise required to perform this service, as well as the accompanying risk exposure limit the attractiveness of this option if it is not coupled with some other role (for example, such as project developer)Lender or debt provider: If the tribe has capital on hand, it could provide funding to the project and reap a return through an interest rate. This option may be a good balance of risk vs. reward for the tribe, though it does require significant capital and it may be difficult or expensive to manage without a portfolio of like loans. If the tribe does not have cash readily available, they could possibly offer project investors New Market Tax Credits by creating a Community Development Entity.Equity investor: The tribe may also may take an equity stake in the project, which will guarantee it more of the project’s upside and give it more controlling interest. However, this role also requires a significant amount of capital, and it is unclear if the tribe’s investment would jeopardize the federal tax incentives on which most large-scale renewable energy projects depend to be economic.Finally, the tribe may serve as project developer, which would give them primary control of the development process and project outcomes. Acting as the developer, similar to acting as the operator, necessitates significant experience, so if this is a route the tribe is interested in taking, it should be prepared to invest the time and money required to obtain expertise.If the tribe acts as the developer in combination with other roles, for example the operator and equity investor, this would give them a great degree of self-determination over the project, as well as access to a large portion of the upside (though risk exposure is also high, and this could put the tribe’s invested capital in a precarious position). Ultimately, the tribe must decide which role is most advantageous considering its resources, interests, and capabilities. Tribes without a large endowment could act as the lender or equity investor if they have capital on hand. Tribes without land or a sizable capital pool may consider pursuing a business in project development. I encourage you to use this slide as a reference when deciding how your tribe can most optimally participate in renewable energy project development. This table provides an instructive set of basic advantages and challenges that will help you inform you decision-amking



5 STEP RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that overview of project risk, let’s transition to the potential roles of the tribe in the project development process.There will be a lot of background information in this segment of the course, but the important takeaway here is that Indian Tribes currently do not participate in renewable energy project development to the full extent of their potential. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Indian Energy believes there is significant opportunities for tribes to get involved in potential roles that we will discuss momentarily



Project Development Process: What Is It? 

• Framework based on experience 

• Focuses on key decision points 

• Shows that project development is iterative 

• Emphasizes that delaying or deciding against a 
project that does not meet current goals is a viable 
outcome and option 

17 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you’ll see the process we use in these courses to outline the project development process. This process was developed by the DOE Office of Indian Energy and is based on our experience in project development. There are a number of different frameworks out there, and this is one that we have had experience with being successful in Tribal project development. We developed this one because it’s based on decision points: what are the decisions that need to be made and by which decision maker (Tribal leader or project manager), and what information is necessary to make those decisions? We also wanted to illustrate that there are a number of points in the project development process at which you can take an offramp and decide not to pursue the project. Because this is a process, we’ve added in steps. It is important to understand, though, that the process of developing a project is actually iterative. You invest a little time or money to determine if there is potential, and if there is, you move onto the next step. There you invest a little more money and time to get more detailed information about the project and its impacts. At every point, you have an opportunity to stop the project, with minimal investment. Note that development costs do ramp up once you move on from the early development stage.That’s an important thing to remember here: if at any stage, you are getting information that indicates that your project is not going to meet your goal, it is a valid decision to decide to delay or rethink. You want to make sure that your goals are clear from the beginning to make sure that you don’t forever put projects on hold. 
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1 
Potential 

3 
Refinement 

 
5 

Operations & 
Maintenance 

2 
Options 

4 
Implementation 

1 
Potential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 18Here I am showing you the project development and financing strategy.  Another way to think of this is as a five-step project development process.  It will be used throughout this presentation to highlight where a certain activity or effort falls into the big picture of developing a RE project.You will notice that this process is depicted as both a circle and as a straight line.  This is because when developing a RE project, you may encounter both repetitive processes (as in the circle representation) and sequential processes (as in the line representation).  For example, sometimes you may evaluate a project and eventually reach a decision to not proceed on the project any further.  At this point you will begin the process anew for another type of development or a variation on the project.  On the other hand, there are can be milestones to be met before proceeding to the next phase of development.  It is important to have the whole picture in mind not just the step immediately before you, as different processes will proceed at different paces, depending on where your project is located.  Broadly speaking, we have categorized five steps in the process which will be discussed in detail in the remainder of the presentation.  These are:Project PotentialProject OptionsRefinementProject ImplementationOperations and Maintenance  



Potential Options Refinement Implementation 
Operations & 
Maintenance 

Step 1: Site, Scale, Resource, and Community Market Potential 

19 

 
Purpose: Determine whether basic elements for a successful project are in place 

Tasks: 
1. Identify possible sites  for project locations 
2. Determine the energy load/demand for these sites using past electric bills for 

these facilities  
3. Confirm renewable energy resource 
4. Review Tribal facility electric cost data, regulations, and transmission and 

interconnection requirements 
5. Evaluate community market potential for renewable sales. Your community is the 

marketplace/energy –user. 
6. Assemble or communicate with the right team, those in positions or with 

knowledge to facilitate, approve, and champion the project 

                              Analyze risks: financing, permitting, construction costs 
                Analyze utility rules: interconnection and transmission    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 19When determining the potential, the key question to answer is: Is there a viable project? Analyze what are the risks in the project that could potentially kill the project (so called high level fatal flaw review)Examples:  securing the site, confirming the energy resource, estimating the project economics, determining the markets and potential pathways, and assembling the right team or the human capitalFor example: you want to look for an appropriate site for the project. You may have several potential sites, but also have some areas that are really off limits for development of this kind of project. It’s important to know where the boundaries are. As part of our curriculum, the DOE Office of Indian Energy has developed a series of on-demand courses on foundational renewable energy topics that you can watch at any time. One of these course goes over “Assessing Energy Resources,” which would be helpful during this step of the process because it provides information on tools you can use to identify potential project sites. Part of the process for determining if there is a viable project is to determine a few main points:To whom can you sell electricity? How much will that entity pay for electricity?
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1 
Potential 

3 
Refinement 

 
5 

Operations & 
Maintenance 

2 
Design 

4 
Implementation 

2 
Options 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 20Now lets move on to step 2 in the process: project options!



Potential Options Refinement Implementation 
Operations & 
Maintenance 

Step 2: Project Ownership and Local Regulatory Options 
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Purpose: (Assumption: community-scale project on tribal land) Determine ownership 
structure and permitting considerations if any. (Note: It is likely that internal tribal permitting is 
required if developed on Tribal lands, however, state and federal permitting may be required if the Tribe is 
dealing with fee or trust land outside the Tribal land holdings.) 
 
Tasks:   

1. Identify final resource and project location 
2. Understand ownership structure/Tribal role and risk allocations 
3. Narrow financing options and clarify tax-equity structure 
4. Initiate engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) process  
5. Understand and plan for permitting, interconnection, and transmitting power to 

residents within the community 

Resources:  
DOE Office of Indian Energy renewable energy technology-specific webinars: 
http://www.energy.gov/indianenergy/resources/education-and-training  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 21To narrow your project options, you need to:Identify final resource and project locationUnderstand ownership structures/Tribal role and risk allocationsNarrow financing options	Clarify tax-equity involvement (which is very likely for commercial scale)Initiate EPC procurement process	Understand and plan for permitting, interconnection (and transmission)The advanced courses have more detail on each of these tasks. In the next few slides, I’ll get into a few of the most critical concepts that you need to understand at a high level. The idea is to come out of each step being able to make the decision that the project is one that you can continue to develop. Up to this point, you’ve invested a lot of time and a little money. In the next steps you’ll probably be investing a lot more money, and it’s important at the end of this step to take stock of whether or not the project is viable and meets your Tribes goals of developing the project. 

http://www.energy.gov/indianenergy/resources/education-and-training
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1 
Potential 

3 
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Operations & 
Maintenance 

2 
Options 

4 
Implementation 

3 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 22Here we move to step 3 in the process:  project refinement



Potential Options Refinement Implementation 
Operations & 
Maintenance 

Step 3: Project Refinement 
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Purpose: Validate decisions and finalize project structure 

Tasks: 
1. Finalize ownership structure and project team identification 
2. Finalize permitting including environmental reviews, net metering, and interconnection 
3. Finalize technology, financing, and development costs 

Outputs: 
1. Proposed financing/commitments and organization structure 
2. Detailed economic models 
3. Vendors selected 
4. Completed environmental reviews and finalized permits 
5. Net-metering and interconnection agreement 
6. Transmission finalized, if necessary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 23In this step, there are a lot of decisions to be made by the Tribal leaders. For example: Who will be the project developer? And how will you select them? This is done through a procurement process, and we talk more about this in our advanced series of courses. Also, the DOE Office of Indian Energy resource library contains links to useful documents that can assist in the design and roll out of these procurement efforts, so that you are most likely to get a good deal. Are the permits in motion? This can also be the job of the developer (if it isn’t the Tribe), and will most likely require hiring professionals knowledgeable in state, local and Tribal laws.What are the real, brass tacks costs and financing options for this project (that’s developed by the staff), and which one will you go with (determined by the leadership)? 
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3 
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4 
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4 
Implementation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 24We are now turning to the 4th step in the process, the implementation phase.  



Potential Options Refinement Implementation 
Operations & 
Maintenance 

Step 4: Implementation 
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Purpose: Contract for, realize physical construction of project 

Tasks: 
1. Finalize project agreements  
2. Finalize vendor contracting process  
3. Finalize preconstruction tasks 
4. Realize construction and equipment installation 
5. Realize interconnection and net metering 
6. Realize project commissioning leading to operation 

Output: Completed project (operation) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 25In this step, which can be among the longer of the steps, you finalize all the partnerships and technology agreements, complete the interconnection with the utility, and get all the financing in order and executed so you can build the project.When the project implementation is done, which is often done by the developer, the renewable power project is commissioned and operation begins. 
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1 
Potential 

3 
Refinement 
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Operations & 
Maintenance 

2 
Options 

4 
Implementation 

 
5 

Operations & 
Maintenance 

Project Development Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 26Now lets turn to the long term care of the project:  the operations and maintenance functions.Overall, this step is the longest of them all because it spans the entire life of the project. 



Potential Options Refinement Implementation 
Operations & 
Maintenance 

Step 5: Operations & Maintenance 
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Photo from Florida Solar Energy Center, NREL 14728 

Purpose: Conduct or ensure ongoing operations 
and maintenance (O&M), including repair and 
replacement (R&R)* 

O&M Costs: 
• Equipment maintenance and upkeep 
• Gearbox/inverter replacement 
• Insurance 
• Labor 
• Extended warranty agreements 

Maintenance: 
• If leasing, lessor often manages maintenance 
• If power purchase agreement (PPA), vendor 

typically manages maintenance 
 

*Especially if owner – role of highest O&M risk 
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Slide 27Operations and maintenance, also called O&M, is the long term care of the renewable energy project to ensure maximum operating efficiency and availability. Depending on the role selected by the Tribe, the renewable energy asset may be managed by a qualified 3rd party or the Tribe itself.  O&M costs for renewable power plants tends to be much less than fossil plants because there typically is no fuel cost (the exception is biomass). However, there are other maintenance costs to consider, including: Equipment maintenance and upkeep (including using water to clean PV panels)Gearbox replacement (Wind turbine); or inverter replacement for solarInsuranceLabor and staffingExtended warranty agreementsThe developer partner will often have this in their proposal, if you have a partner. 



Not Quite Done!  

• Check back in with 
planning document – 
update as necessary 

• Identify next potential 
project from plan  
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Presentation Notes
Now that the facility is operating and being maintained, you may think that’s it’s a done deal, but it’s not! It’s now a part of your energy and financial portfolio. Integrating this project into your energy planning process is critical to making sure that what you learned from this project is carried into future projects. From there, you can follow this same cycle as you approach additional potential projects that you’ve identified in your comprehensive energy plan. 
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